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HISTORY AND COMMITMENT
Since 1989, National Environmental Systems has served the Remediation Professionals
responsible for cleaning up our nation’s hazardous waste sites. As we approach this goal,
much of the focus of the Environmental Industry is turning towards Pollution Prevention (P2).
The transfer of technology from clean-up to prevention is well underway and at NES we have
the resources to adapt to that changing environment. Historically recognized as a leader in
remediation system design and fabrication, NES now offers a wide range of pollution
prevention and wash-water treatment equipment specializing in water re-use technologies.
Over the years, we have taken great pride and commitment in delivering quality Remediation
Systems. We have now expanded that commitment and are working diligently to rapidly
adapt to the changing market while maintaining a reputation for the best customer service in
our industry.
At NES, we understand that engineering disciplines are unique. We employ professionals to
help bridge the gaps that inevitably exist between these disciplines. Integrating environmental,
electrical, and mechanical disciplines requires a team approach and as such, our engineers and
scientists are here to assist you with your system design, installation, start-up, and service.

System Expertise
•

Soil Vapor Extraction & Air Sparge

•

Dual Phase Extraction

•

Groundwater Treatment

•

Sub-Slab Depressurization & Ventilation

•

Air Injection

•

Wash-Water Reclamation, Treatment, & Re-Use

Professional Staff Resources
•

Mechanical engineers design integrated system enclosures, equipment skids, wash-water
reclamation pads, size pumps, air strippers, blowers, compressors, separators, and many
other components along with the associated piping and valve configurations.

•

Electrical engineers calculate power requirements, design automated equipment controls
and telemetry, provide NEC guidance, and manage our UL listing program.

•

Environmental scientists review site laboratory data and permitting requirements for
various regulatory agencies to ensure the designed system meets specifications.

•

On-site technical specialists review critical design elements to ensure that operation and
maintenance activities are streamlined.
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Facility Resources
National Environmental Systems has a fully equipped manufacturing facility at our Attleboro,
MA location. We are a registered Massachusetts Manufacturer which allows us to procure raw
material at OEM rates and quantities. Our shop facilities also feature:
•

Space to accommodate the fabrication of multiple systems on a simultaneous
schedule

•

Facility space at 20,000 ft2

•

Average annual capacity 75 integrated systems

•

Facility shop power 120/208/240/480 VAC, 3 phase, 1600 amp service

•

UL Listed panel fabrication shop (UL 508A & UL 698)

•

Professional electrical, plumbing, welding, and carpentry staff

•

Production manager, purchasing manager, shipping/receiving manager

•

Integrated project engineering, manufacturing, and field service scheduling

Customer Service
National Environmental Systems delivers systems and components with a one year limited
warranty. Our systems are delivered with a full hard-copy Operation & Maintenance Manual
and an electronic copy included as a back-up that can be sent to the home office. We offer
unlimited telephone support and will deliver replacement components as rapidly as possible to
your site or office. NES service engineers have performed start-up services for customers
throughout the US and overseas. Each system can be supported with on-site start-up services.
•

Our service engineers will coordinate with mechanical and electrical site
contractors.

•

NES is fully insured by a comprehensive Pollution, Product Liability, Professional
Liability and Workers’ Compensation Policy.

•

Service engineers have full 40 hour OSHA training (Hazwoper 29 CFR 1910.120),
NFPA training (Arc Flash 70E), & arrive on-site with full PPE.

•

Our service engineers are fully equipped with the experience and tools to ensure that
system start-up is accomplished successfully and rapidly.
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SVE / Air Sparge System
Cargo Container
NES 09-205

NES was selected to fabricate an integrated SVE/Air Sparge remediation system for an active
airport in New England where extensive jet fuel contamination was present. The system
enclosure and related exterior mounted components were required to meet very stringent FAA
and property owner requirements.

Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
SVE System
Sparge System
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Weathered jet fuel
500 acfm at 52 inches wc vacuum at the manifold connections
with catalytic oxidizer for vapor treatment
195 scfm at 22 psi at the manifold connections
480 VAC, 3 phase
SVE - Class 1, Division 2
Sparge - Non-Classified

System Equipment
SVE
Off-Gas Treatment
Sparge
Controls
System Enclosure

Rotary lobe positive displacement blower (15 hp)
Catalytic oxidizer (electric operation)
Rotary claw compressor (25 hp)
Relay based with wireless cellular auto-dialer for remote telemetry
Steel cargo shipping container (exterior 48 feet x 8 feet x 9.5 feet)
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SVE/Air Sparge System
Mobile Trailer
NES 10-164

NES was selected to fabricate an SVE/Air Sparge system for a retail petroleum service station
in Maryland. The system was designed and fabricated with a single SVE blower and dual
Sparge compressors with automatic manifold zone cycling to target a vast array of wells.
Rotary vane Sparge compressors with long-life vanes were installed to ensure system
operation up-time. Property owner noise requirements dictated the installation of system sound
attenuation components, while the use of a mobile trailer as the system enclosure provided
relatively rapid and easy permitting procedures.
Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
SVE System
Sparge System Each
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Gasoline
350 scfm at 30 inches wc vacuum at the inlet manifold legs with
catalytic oxidizer for vapor treatment
80 scfm at 15 psi at the compressor outlet
208 VAC, 3 phase, 4 wire
Class 1, Division 2 trailer interior with Non-Classified exterior
System Equipment

SVE
Sparge
Off-Gas Treatment
Controls
System Enclosure

Regenerative blower (20 hp)
Rotary vane compressors with long-life vanes (10 hp each)
Catalytic oxidizer
PLC with auto-dialer for remote monitoring and telemetry
Mobile trailer (interior 16 feet x 8 feet x 6.5 feet)
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SVE/Air Sparge System
Wooden Shed
NES 10-166

NES was selected to fabricate an SVE/Air Sparge system for a site in New Jersey that was
previously a retail petroleum service station and is currently being developed into a banking
facility. The system was designed and fabricated with a single SVE blower and a single Sparge
compressor with automatic manifold zone cycling to target multiple wells. Current property
owner noise requirements dictated the installation of system sound attenuation components,
while the use of a wooden shed as the system enclosure was designed to blend into the new
architecture at the site location.
Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
SVE System
Sparge System
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Gasoline
210 scfm at 53 inches wc vacuum at the moisture separator inlet
with catalytic oxidizer for vapor treatment
40 scfm at 18 psi at the compressor outlet
208 VAC, 3 phase, 4 wire
Class 1, Division 2 shed interior with Non-Classified exterior
System Equipment

SVE
Sparge
Off-Gas Treatment
Controls
System Enclosure

Regenerative blower (10 hp)
Rotary vane compressor (5 hp)
Catalytic oxidizer
PLC with remote monitoring telemetry unit for data-logging and
communication via phone, fax, and email
Wooden shed (exterior 10 feet x 8 feet x 9.5 feet)
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SVE/Air Sparge System
Cargo Container
NES 09-170

NES was selected to fabricate an integrated SVE/Air Sparge system for a former retail service
station in New York City that currently includes a fast-food restaurant. Current property owner
noise requirements dictated the installation of system sound attenuation components. The
system was designed and fabricated for installation within a small footprint area at the site
location and with dual SVE blowers to target a vast array of wells.
Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
SVE System Primary
SVE System Secondary
Sparge System
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Gasoline
250 scfm at 83 inches wc total vacuum with carbon or catalytic
oxidizer for vapor treatment
400 scfm at 91 inches wc total vacuum with carbon or catalytic
oxidizer for vapor treatment
75 scfm at 12 psi at the compressor outlet
208 VAC, 3 phase, 4 wire
Class 1, Division 2 system interior with Non-Classified exterior
System Equipment

SVE System Primary
SVE System Secondary
Sparge System
Off-Gas Treatment
Controls
System Enclosure

Regenerative blower (15 hp)
Regenerative blower (20 hp)
Rotary vane air compressor (10 hp)
Vapor phase carbon or catalytic oxidizer dedicated to each
SVE vapor stream
PLC with wireless remote monitoring unit and programmable
cycle timers for automatic cycling of the Sparge zone valves
Steel cargo shipping container
(exterior 14 feet x 8 feet x 8.5 feet)
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SVE/Air Sparge System
Cargo Container
NES 10-103

NES was selected to fabricate an integrated SVE/Air Sparge system for a commercial
development project in New York City. The system was designed and fabricated with dual
SVE blowers and dual Sparge compressors to target a vast array of wells and remedial zones
exhibiting different design characteristics for flow, vacuum, and pressure while also providing
for equipment redundancy to ensure system operation up-time. Site specific guidelines dictated
the installation of system sound attenuation components in order to address local residential
noise requirements.
Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
SVE System Primary
SVE System Secondary
Sparge System Shallow
Sparge System Deep
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Chlorinated solvents
300 scfm at 25 inches wc vacuum at the inlet manifold legs
with carbon for vapor treatment
300 scfm at 10 inches wc vacuum at the inlet manifold legs
with carbon for vapor treatment
100 scfm at 25 psi at the discharge manifold legs
25 scfm at 45 psi at the discharge manifold legs
208 VAC, 3 phase, 4 wire
Non-Classified system interior and exterior
System Equipment

SVE Primary
SVE Secondary
Sparge Shallow
Sparge Deep
Off-Gas Treatment
Controls

System Enclosure

Rotary lobe positive displacement blower (7.5 hp)
Rotary lobe positive displacement blower (7.5 hp)
Rotary screw air compressor (25 hp)
Rotary screw air compressor (7.5 hp)
Vapor phase carbon dedicated to each SVE vapor stream
PLC with wireless remote monitoring unit and programmable
cycle timers for automatic cycling of the SVE and Sparge
zone valves
Steel cargo shipping container
(exterior 40 feet x 8 feet x 9.5 feet)
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SVE/Air Sparge System
Cargo Container
NES 08-345

NES was selected to fabricate an integrated SVE/Air Sparge remediation system for a
petroleum distribution terminal in Michigan. The system was integral to an emergency cleanup action which also included start-up and integration of SVE/GWT equipment previously
owned by the client.
Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
SVE System
Sparge System
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Gasoline and other petroleum products
500 scfm at vacuum range 3 to 8 inches Hg with catalytic oxidizer
for vapor treatment
70 scfm at 50 psi
240 VAC, 3 phase, 4 wire
Class 1, Division 2 system interior with Non-Classified exterior

SVE
Off-Gas Treatment
Sparge
Controls
System Enclosure

System Equipment
Rotary lobe positive displacement blower (30 hp)
Catalytic oxidizer (electric operation)
Reciprocating compressor (10 hp)
PLC based with VFD operation for adjusting SVE performance
Steel cargo shipping container (exterior 20 feet x 8 feet x 8.5 feet)
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SVE/Air Sparge System
Wooden Shed
NES 10-109

NES was selected to fabricate an SVE/Air Sparge system for a retail petroleum service station
in New Jersey. The system was designed and fabricated with dual SVE blowers and dual
Sparge compressors to target a vast array of wells along with providing overall redundancy to
ensure system operation up-time. Local building codes required that the wooden shed be
designed and constructed in accordance with the International Building Code (IBC).

Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
SVE System Each
Sparge System Each
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Gasoline
240 scfm at 87 inches wc vacuum at the moisture separator inlet
with catalytic oxidizer for vapor treatment
84 scfm at 12 psi at the compressor outlet
208 VAC, 3 phase, 4 wire
Class 1, Division 2 shed interior with Non-Classified exterior

System Equipment
SVE
Sparge
Off-Gas Treatment
Controls

System Enclosure

Rotary lobe positive displacement blowers (10 hp each)
Rotary vane compressors (10 hp each)
Catalytic oxidizer dedicated to each SVE vapor stream
PLC with wireless remote monitoring unit and VFD operation
for adjusting each SVE blower and each Sparge
compressor performance
Wooden shed (exterior 16 feet x 8 feet x 9.5 feet)
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SVE/Air Sparge System
Galvanized Steel Sound Enclosure
NES 09-187

NES was selected to fabricate an integrated SVE/Air Sparge remediation system for a retail
petroleum service station in New Mexico. An NES custom fabricated sound and security
enclosure was provided in order to address site specific property owner requirements.

Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
SVE System
Sparge System
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Gasoline
380 acfm at 18 inches Hg vacuum with discharge to existing
internal combustion engine for vapor treatment
75 scfm at 12 psi
240 VAC, 3 phase, 4 wire electric source or generator powered
Class 1, Division 2 system interior with Non-Classified exterior

System Equipment
SVE
Off-Gas Treatment
Sparge
Controls
System Enclosure

Rotary claw vacuum pumps (2 units in parallel – 10 hp each)
Internal combustion engine (existing by others)
Rotary vane compressor (10 hp)
Relay based with time delay circuits for operation via generator
Galvanized steel enclosure (exterior 12 feet x 8 feet x 7 feet)
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SVE/Air Sparge System
Steel Skids
NES 10-106

NES was selected to fabricate an SVE/Air Sparge system for a site in New Jersey that was
previously a retail petroleum service station and is currently being developed into a retail
shopping complex. The system was designed and fabricated with a single SVE blower and a
single Sparge compressor with automatic manifold zone cycling to target a vast array of wells.
Modular skids were provided for installation within an outdoor equipment compound provided
by the property developer.
Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
SVE System
Sparge System
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Gasoline
150 scfm at 73 inches wc vacuum at the moisture separator inlet
with catalytic oxidizer for vapor treatment
60 scfm at 12 psi at the compressor outlet
208 VAC, 3 phase, 4 wire
Class 1, Division 2 process equipment location with NonClassified control panel location
System Equipment

SVE
Sparge
Off-Gas Treatment
Skid Mounted Controls
Modular Skids

Regenerative blower (15 hp)
Rotary vane compressor (10 hp)
Catalytic oxidizer
PLC with remote monitoring telemetry unit for data-logging and
communication via phone, fax, and email
SVE 6.5 feet x 3 feet and Sparge 8 feet x 5 feet
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SVE System
Steel Skids
NES 09-215

NES was selected to fabricate a large scale SVE system for integration with a
consultant’s proprietary in-situ thermal soil remediation process operating at a U.S.
military base. The system was designed and fabricated such that one blower skid is online at a single time with the second blower skid on stand-by in case additional capacity is
needed or in case the on-line blower skid is to be shut down for extended maintenance.
Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
SVE System (Each Blower)
to
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Chlorinated solvents
3600 acfm at 115 inches wc vacuum with vapor discharge
existing treatment system
460 VAC, 3 phase
Non-Classified

System Equipment
SVE
Controls
Skids

Rotary lobe positive displacement blowers (each 150 hp)
Relay based with VFD operation for adjusting SVE performance
Each skid 18 feet long x 9 feet wide x 10 feet high
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Dual Phase Extraction System
Cargo Container
NES 10-172

NES was selected to fabricate an integrated Dual Phase Extraction / Groundwater Treatment
system for a municipal power plant facility in Florida. In order to enhance overall recovery
rates and minimize fluid emulsions, the system was designed with individual phase separators
and a single common rotary claw vacuum pump. Groundwater treatment equipment included
multiple adsorbers in series filled with a modified clay mineral media designed to remove a
wide range of hydrocarbons and to extend the life of liquid phase activated carbon. Liquid
phase carbon adsorbers were included as a means of water polishing after the media adsorbers
prior to final discharge to an infiltration gallery.
Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
DPE Vapor System
DPE Water Recovery
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Fuel oil # 2
195 acfm at 17 inches Hg vacuum with catalytic oxidizer for
vapor treatment
10 gpm
240 VAC, 3 phase, 4 wire
Class 1, Division 2 system interior with Non-Classified exterior
System Equipment

DPE Blower
Phase Separators

Rotary claw vacuum pump (7.5 hp)
Individual vessels with manifolds designed to recover free product
and groundwater/soil vapor via separate down-well drop-tubes
Oil Water Separator
Stainless steel construction
Solids Filtration
Multiple bag filter units for manual lead-lag switching operation
Primary Water Treatment Modified clay mineral media
Water Polishing
Liquid phase carbon
Off-Gas Treatment
Catalytic oxidizer (electric operation)
Controls
PLC with auto-dialer and fixed wireless cellular terminal
System Enclosure
Steel cargo shipping container (exterior 40 feet x 8 feet x 9.5 feet)
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Dual Phase Extraction System
Wooden Shed
NES 09-266

NES was selected to fabricate an integrated Dual Phase Extraction / Groundwater Treatment
system for a retail petroleum service station in New Jersey. In order to address groundwater
solids loading and maintain system operation up-time, the system included multiple bag filters
with an automated controls approach to switch between lead and lag filter banks. The system
enclosure was designed and fabricated as a wooden shed with aesthetic considerations to blend
with the existing site architecture and meet local building zone requirements.
Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
DPE Vapor System
DPE Water Recovery
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Gasoline
500 acfm nominal capacity and 28 inches Hg maximum vacuum
with catalytic oxidizer for vapor treatment
15 gpm
208 VAC, 3 phase, 4 wire
Class 1, Division 2 system interior with Non-Classified exterior
System Equipment

DPE Blower
Oil Water Separator
Solids Filtration
Air Stripper
Water Polishing
Off-Gas Treatment
Controls
System Enclosure

Oil-sealed liquid ring pump (40 hp)
Stainless steel construction with inlet solids hopper
Multiple bag filter units with automated lead-lag switching process
Low profile 5 tray unit (induced draft design for operation with
catalytic oxidizer - blower 15 hp sized for oxidizer pressure drop)
Liquid phase carbon
Catalytic oxidizers (electric operation) dedicated to each vapor
stream (liquid ring pump and air stripper)
PLC with remote operation, remote notification, and data-logging
Wooden shed (exterior 25 feet x 12 feet x 9.5 feet)
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Dual Phase Extraction System
Cargo Container
NES 09-230

NES was selected to fabricate an integrated Dual Phase Extraction system for a retail
petroleum service station in Arizona. Two rotary claw vacuum pumps operating in parallel
were provided to meet the specified flow performance and system operation at the site
elevation of 5,400 feet.
Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
DPE Vapor System
DPE Water Recovery
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Gasoline
600 acfm at 15 inches Hg vacuum with catalytic oxidizer for
vapor treatment
10 gpm
240 VAC, 3 phase, 4 wire
Class 1, Division 2 system interior with Non-Classified exterior
System Equipment

DPE Blower
Off-Gas Treatment
Water Treatment
Controls

System Enclosure

Rotary claw vacuum pumps (2 units in parallel - 20 hp each)
Catalytic oxidizer (electric operation)
Existing liquid phase carbon (to be installed at the site location)
PLC based with remote operation, remote notification, datalogging, and VFD operation for adjusting each vacuum
pump performance
Steel cargo shipping container
(exterior 20 feet x 8 feet x 8.5 feet)
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Dual Phase Extraction System
Wooden Shed
NES 09-140

NES was selected to fabricate an integrated Dual Phase Extraction / Groundwater Treatment
system for a vehicle service center and auto body repair facility in New Jersey.

Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
DPE Vapor System
DPE Water Recovery
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Gasoline and other fuel products
100 acfm at 18 inches Hg vacuum with carbon for vapor treatment
10 gpm
240 VAC, 3 phase, 4 wire
Class 1, Division 2 system interior with Non-Classified exterior

System Equipment
DPE Blower
Off-Gas Treatment
Oil Water Separator
Water Treatment
Controls
System Enclosure

Rotary claw vacuum pump (7.5 hp)
Vapor phase carbon (2 vessels in series – 250 lbs carbon each)
Stainless steel construction
Liquid phase carbon (2 vessels in series – 200 lbs each)
PLC based
Wooden shed (exterior 20 feet x 8 feet x 9.5 feet)
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SVE/Groundwater Treatment System
Steel Skids
NES 09-282 (SVE)

NES was selected to fabricate an integrated SVE/Groundwater Treatment system for an
industrial manufacturing facility in Virginia. The SVE system was designed and fabricated
with a sound attenuation enclosure in order to address property owner sound requirements and
included equipment for liquid condensate treatment and off-gas conditioning prior to vapor
treatment. The Groundwater Treatment system was designed and fabricated for use with the
customer’s proprietary nutrient injection process to target contaminated hot spots within the
subsurface and included multiple analytical instruments to optimize performance and monitor
the effectiveness of the remediation approach.
Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
SVE System
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Chlorinated solvents
1,200 scfm at 85 inches wc vacuum at the moisture separator
inlet with carbon for vapor treatment
480 VAC, 3 phase
Non-Classified system interior and exterior
System Equipment

SVE
Condensate Treatment
Off-Gas Conditioning
Off-Gas Treatment
Controls
System Enclosure

Rotary lobe positive displacement blower (40 hp)
Liquid phase carbon
Air-to-water heat exchanger with refrigerated chiller
Vapor phase carbon
PLC with remote operation, remote notification, data-logging,
and VFD operation for adjusting SVE blower performance
Steel skids with sound attenuation and component enclosures
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SVE/Groundwater Treatment System
Steel Skids
NES 09-282 (GWT)

NES was selected to fabricate an integrated SVE/Groundwater Treatment system for an
industrial manufacturing facility in Virginia. The SVE system was designed and fabricated
with a sound attenuation enclosure in order to address property owner sound requirements and
included equipment for liquid condensate treatment and off-gas conditioning prior to vapor
treatment. The Groundwater Treatment system was designed and fabricated for use with the
customer’s proprietary nutrient injection process to target contaminated hot spots within the
subsurface and included multiple analytical instruments to optimize performance and monitor
the effectiveness of the remediation approach.

Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
Groundwater Treatment
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Chlorinated solvents
12 gpm maximum
480 VAC, 3 phase
Non-Classified system interior and exterior

System Equipment
Well Pumps (Quantity 3)
Nutrient Metering Pump
Groundwater Nutrient Tank
Solids Filtration
Analytical Instrumentation
Controls

System Enclosure

Sized for 4 gpm maximum each (1/2 hp)
5 gph (actual injection rate based on groundwater extraction rate)
Capacity 260 gallons
Bag filter units
Dissolved oxygen, temperature, pH, ORP, nutrient injection rate,
groundwater extraction rate, treated groundwater re-injection rate
PLC with remote operation, remote notification, data-logging,
and VFD operation with level transducers for maintaining
groundwater extraction well and water re-injection well levels
Steel skids with sound attenuation and component enclosures
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SVE/Groundwater Treatment System
Cargo Container
NES 10-113

NES was selected to fabricate an integrated SVE/Groundwater Treatment system for an
industrial multi-national company in Massachusetts. The design approach and equipment
selection was based on an expedited delivery schedule driven by regulatory deadlines and a
pending property transaction.
Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
SVE System
Groundwater Treatment
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Chlorinated solvents
500 scfm at 48 inches wc vacuum at the inlet manifold legs with
carbon for vapor treatment
40 gpm
480 VAC, 3 phase
Non-Classified system interior and exterior
System Equipment

SVE
Well Pumps (Quantity 8)
Groundwater Holding Tank
Solids Filtration
Air Stripper
Water Polishing
Off-Gas Treatment
Controls
System Enclosure

Rotary lobe positive displacement blower (15 hp)
Sized for 5 gpm each (1/2 hp)
Capacity 500 gallons
Multiple bag filter units
Low profile 6 tray unit (blower 7.5 hp)
Liquid phase carbon
Vapor phase carbon for SVE and vapor phase carbon for
air stripper
PLC with remote operation, remote notification, data-logging,
and VFD operation for adjusting SVE blower performance
Steel cargo shipping container
(exterior 40 feet x 8 feet x 9.5 feet)
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SVE/Groundwater Treatment System
Wooden Shed
NES 08-339

NES was selected to fabricate an integrated SVE/Groundwater Treatment system for a retail
petroleum service station in Pennsylvania.

Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
SVE System
Groundwater Treatment
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Gasoline and other petroleum products
65 scfm at 10 inches Hg vacuum with carbon for vapor treatment
10 gpm
240 VAC, 3 phase, 4 wire
Class 1, Division 2 system interior with Non-Classified exterior

System Equipment
SVE
Well Pumps
Oil Water Separator
Air Stripper
Water Polishing
Off-Gas Treatment
Controls
System Enclosure

Rotary lobe positive displacement blower (5hp)
Pneumatically operated (air compressor 5 hp)
Stainless steel construction
Low profile 3 tray unit (blower 5 hp)
Liquid phase carbon
Vapor phase carbon for SVE and air stripper
PLC with remote operation, remote notification, and data-logging
Wooden shed (exterior 26 feet x 8 feet x 9.5 feet)
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SVE/Groundwater Treatment System
Wooden Shed
NES 09-254

NES was selected to fabricate an integrated SVE/Groundwater Treatment system for a retail
petroleum service station in New Jersey. Local building codes required that the wooden shed
be designed and constructed in accordance with the International Building Code (IBC).
Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
SVE System
Groundwater Treatment
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Gasoline
200 acfm at 15 inches Hg vacuum at the moisture separator inlet
with catalytic oxidizer for vapor treatment
15 gpm
208 VAC, 3 phase, 4 wire
Class 1, Division 2 shed interior with Non-Classified exterior

System Equipment
SVE
Well Pumps
Groundwater Holding Tank
Chemical Pre-Treatment
Solids Filtration
Air Stripper
Water Polishing
Off-Gas Treatment
Controls
System Enclosure

Rotary claw vacuum pump (10 hp)
Pneumatically operated (air compressor 5 hp)
Capacity 200 gallons
In-line chemical injection of liquid sequesterant
Multiple bag filter units
Low profile 4 tray unit (blower 5 hp)
Liquid phase carbon
Catalytic oxidizer for SVE and vapor phase carbon for
air stripper
PLC with wireless remote monitoring unit for remote operation,
remote notification, and data-logging
Wooden shed (exterior 26 feet x 8 feet x 9.5 feet)
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Groundwater Treatment System
Steel Skid
NES 10-116

NES was selected to fabricate a Groundwater Treatment system for installation inside a newly
constructed underground parking garage at a prestigious university in Massachusetts. The
system was designed and fabricated as an integrated unit for groundwater hydraulic
containment and treatment utilizing multiple technologies each designed to target specific
contaminants. Property owner requirements dictated that the skid mounted system be
fabricated for installation within a single standard size vehicle parking space.
Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
Groundwater Treatment
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Chlorinated solvents with bacteria and nitrates from local sewer
20 to 30 gpm
480 VAC, 3 phase
Non-Classified
System Equipment

Well Pumps (Quantity 2)
Solids Filtration
Primary Treatment
Secondary Treatment
Final Treatment

Critical Instrumentation
Controls

System Skid

Sized for 10 to 15 gpm each (1/2 hp)
Bag filter units
Liquid phase carbon for chlorinated solvents (2 vessels in a
parallel and series arrangement - 500 lbs each)
Ultraviolet (UV) purifier units for bacteria removal (2 units in a
primary and back-up arrangement - 19.3 watts UV output each)
Nutrient injection for nitrates (nutrient storage tank 75 gallons
with 1/4 hp metering pump and nutrient re-injection tank
105 gallons with 3 hp re-injection pump)
Switches and transmitters to monitor various points within the
system for flow rate, levels, pressures, and leak detection
PLC with remote monitoring telemetry unit and VFD operation
with level transducers for maintaining groundwater extraction
well, nutrient re-injection tank, and re-injection well levels
15 feet long x 6.5 feet wide x 6.5 feet high with secondary
containment berm and leak detection level switches
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Groundwater Recovery System
Steel Skid
NES 10-107

NES was selected to fabricate a Groundwater Recovery pumping system for a chemical
blending and mixing facility in Georgia. The system was designed and fabricated as an
integrated unit for groundwater hydraulic control and recovery from remote multiple well
locations to a centrally located existing storage tank. Customer requirements dictated that the
skid mounted system be fabricated with an operator weather protection enclosure.
Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
Groundwater Recovery
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Chlorinated solvents
70 gpm
480 VAC, 3 phase
Non-Classified
System Equipment

Well Pumps (Quantity 7)
Controls

System Skid

Sized for 10 gpm each (1 hp)
PLC with remote operation, remote notification, data-logging,
and VFD operation with down-well level transducers for each
well pump to maintain groundwater recovery well levels
10 feet long x 4 feet wide x 8 feet high with three-sided operator
weather protection enclosure and lockable security for all
electrical and control devices
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Groundwater Treatment System
Mobile Trailer
NES 09-203

NES was selected to fabricate an integrated Groundwater Treatment system as part of a
Brownfields redevelopment project at a former commercial industrial building complex in
New Jersey.
Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
Groundwater Treatment
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Chlorinated solvents
15 gpm
208 VAC, 3 phase, 4 wire
Non-Classified trailer interior and exterior

System Equipment
Well Pumps
Groundwater Holding Tank
Solids Filtration
Air Stripper
Water Polishing
Controls
System Enclosure

Pneumatically operated (air compressor 5 hp)
Capacity 300 gallons
Multiple bag filter units
Low profile 4 tray unit (blower 3 hp)
Liquid phase carbon
PLC with remote operation, remote notification,
and data-logging
Mobile trailer (interior 22 feet x 8 feet x 7.5 feet)
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Groundwater Treatment System
Wooden Shed
NES 09-121

NES was selected to fabricate a Groundwater Treatment system for integration with a
chemical oxidation treatment system installed at a municipal landfill in Massachusetts. The
system included chemical pre-treatment for deposit control and iron sequestering along with
air stripping.

Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
Groundwater Treatment
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Methane and 1,4-Dioxane
60 gpm
460 VAC, 3 phase
Class 1, Division 1 system interior with Non-Classified exterior

System Equipment
Air Stripper
Chemical Pre-Treatment
Off-Gas Treatment
Additional Water Treatment
Controls
System Enclosure

Low profile 1 tray unit (blower 5 hp)
In-line chemical injection of different liquid solutions
Bio-filtration (designed and provided by others)
Chemical oxidation specifically targeting 1,4-Dioxane
PLC with auto-dailer
Wooden shed (exterior 26 feet x 10 feet x 9.5 feet)
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Groundwater Treatment System
Steel Skids
NES 10-105

NES was selected to fabricate a modular skid mounted Groundwater Treatment and pH
adjustment system for a commercial dry cleaning laundry facility in Massachusetts. The
system was designed to recover and treat groundwater with chlorinated solvents and residual
sodium permanganate from in-situ chemical oxidation injection processes.

Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
Groundwater Treatment
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Chlorinated solvents and residual sodium permanganate
10 gpm
120/240 VAC, 1 phase
Non-Classified

System Equipment
Well Pumps
Primary Holding Tank
Subsurface Re-Injection
Secondary Holding Tank
pH Adjustment
Solids Filtration
Water Treatment
Controls
System Skids

Pneumatically operated (air compressor 3 hp - supplied by others)
Capacity 100 gallons
Transfer pump (3/4 hp)
Capacity 100 gallons
In-line monitoring with alarm notification and chemical metering
Multiple bag filter units
Liquid phase carbon
PLC with pH monitoring and telephone auto-dialer for remote
telemetry
Modular design (approximately 4 feet x 4 feet each)
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Liquid Substrate Injection System
Steel Skid
NES 09-190

NES was selected to fabricate a manually operated liquid substrate injection system for use at
multiple site locations. The system was designed to inject nutrients into the subsurface to
enhance natural degradation. The equipment skid and frame was designed to be a portable unit
for mobilization and transport in the bed of a pick-up truck.

Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
Substrate Injection
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Various types of constituents
1 gpm maximum at 7 to 57 psi
Not applicable as electrical components not utilized
Not applicable as electrical components not utilized

System Equipment
Substrate Injection Pump
Injection Manifold
Steel Skid and Frame

Driven by external water source
Individual legs (quantity 5) with regulating valves
and flow meters
Exterior 2.5 feet long x 2.5 feet wide x 5 feet high
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Sub-Slab Depressurization System (SSDS)
Steel Sound Enclosure
NES 09-268

NES was selected to fabricate an SSDS system for a dry cleaning laundry facility in New
York. A custom fabricated steel enclosure with a minimal footprint was provided in order to
accommodate limited space available at the site, along with property owner requirements for
system sound level and overall equipment security. System instrumentation and controls were
designed to provide real-time remote monitoring to ensure system operational up-time and
effectiveness in reaching remedial clean-up goals.
Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
SSDS Vapor System
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Chlorinated solvents
75 scfm at 30 inches wc vacuum at the moisture separator inlet
with vapor discharge to atmosphere
120/240 VAC, 1 phase
Non-Classified system enclosure interior and exterior
System Equipment

SSDS Blower
Critical Instrumentation
Controls

System Enclosure

Regenerative blower (1.5 hp)
Analog transmitters to measure flow and vacuum
PLC based with remote operation, remote notification, datalogging, and VFD operation for phase conversion and adjusting
blower performance
Steel sound enclosure (exterior 8 feet x 4 feet x 8 feet)
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Sub-Slab Depressurization System (SSDS)
Cargo Container
NES 09-138

NES was selected to fabricate an SSDS system for an industrial manufacturing facility in New
York. A steel cargo shipping container with two interior rooms was provided so that all
process equipment and controls were located and installed inside a secure environment while
providing for safe and comfortable system operation. Property owner noise requirements
dictated the design and installation of system sound attenuation components.
Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
SSDS Vapor System
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Chlorinated solvents
500 scfm at 30 inches wc vacuum at the moisture separator inlet
with carbon for vapor treatment
460 VAC, 3 phase
Class 1, Division 2 process equipment interior room with NonClassified controls interior room
System Equipment

SSDS Blower
Off-Gas Treatment
Controls
System Enclosure

Rotary lobe positive displacement blower (10 hp)
Vapor phase carbon
PLC with remote operation, remote notification, and data-logging
Steel cargo shipping container (exterior 20 feet x 8 feet x 8.5 feet)
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Sub-Slab Depressurization System (SSDS)
Galvanized Steel Sound Enclosure
NES 08-300

NES was selected to fabricate an SSDS system for a commercial dry cleaning laundry facility
in New York. An NES custom fabricated blower sound enclosure was provided for the skid
mounted system in order to meet site specific sound requirements.

Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
SSDS Vapor System
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Chlorinated solvents and potentially petroleum products
180 scfm at 20 inches wc vacuum with carbon for vapor treatment
120/240 VAC, 1 phase
Class 1, Division 2 enclosure interior with Non-Classified exterior

System Equipment
SSDS Blower
Off-Gas Treatment
Controls
System Enclosure

Rotary lobe positive displacement blower (2 hp)
Vapor phase carbon
Relay based with auto-dialer for remote telemetry
Galvanized steel sound enclosure (exterior 6 feet x 3 feet x 4 feet)
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Sub-Slab Ventilation System (SSVS)
Steel Exterior Shed
NES 09-201

NES was selected to fabricate an SSVS system for a military contractor in Connecticut. Steel
exterior siding and enclosure secondary containment for the moisture separator tank was
required.

Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
SSDS Vapor System
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

Chlorinated solvents and potentially petroleum products
300 acfm at 50 inches wc vacuum with carbon for vapor treatment
120/240 VAC, 1 phase
Non-classified interior with controls located inside enclosure

System Equipment
SSDS Blower
Off-Gas Treatment
Controls
System Enclosure

Regenerative blower (7.5 hp)
Vapor phase carbon
PLC based with auto-dialer for remote telemetry
Steel exterior constructed shed (exterior 12 feet x 8 feet x 9.5 feet)
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Air Injection System
Prefabricated Concrete Building
NES 09-179

NES was selected to fabricate an air injection system for a utility power provider in New
Jersey. In order to meet site owner and regulatory requirements, the system enclosure was
provided as a pre-fabricated concrete building with flood plain design and additional specific
geographic construction considerations. Dual compressors in parallel were utilized to provide
overall redundancy to ensure system operation up-time and to provide additional flow capacity
if needed.

Design Parameters
Site Contaminants
Air Injection System
Site Power
NEC Area Classification

MGP
56 scfm at 14 psi at the manifold connections
208 VAC, 3 phase, 4 wire
Non-Classified

System Equipment
Air Injection
Controls

System Enclosure

Rotary vane compressors (2 units in parallel – 5 hp each)
PLC based with remote operation, remote notification, datalogging, and VFD operation for adjusting each compressor
performance
Prefabricated concrete building
(exterior 10 feet x 9.5 feet x 9 feet)
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